ICT International Cloud Data Service
The ICT International Cloud Data Service operates on enterprise grade hardware with a minimum uptime of 99.9%,
and is based in Sydney, Australia
Data is encrypted during transmission to prevent eavesdropping and hacking of transmissions.
ICT International Telemetry Hubs are designed to periodically upload data to this service, at the user's discretion. A
copy of the data is retained on the individual instrument SD card, and on the Telemetry Hub’s SD card.

Potential System Configurations.

ICT International also offers a data API that can be used to retrieve data and information from ICT Instruments using
an ICT Telemetry Hub for data to the web, enabling development of utilities that integrate your data from the ICT
Cloud.
For example, the API can be used to produce a live graph of weather data on your website; show only rainfall, solar
radiation and sap flow data; or download a complete historical data file for a logger.
ICT International’s standard data access (using DataView) is suitable for most research applications, it allows for
visualisation of data and export of data in CSV format, compatible with Microsoft Excel.
The data API is recommended for large projects where data needs to be integrated with external visualisation
systems or other utilities for maximum flexibility.
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Data Flow
Standard Online Access:

Data accessed via ICT International Combined Instrument Software/DataView for visualisation and download as CSV.

API Access:

API access includes all the features of standard access, but allows you to integrate your data easily into your own
systems, apps, webpages and decision making processes.

Remote Logger Configuration:

Combined Instrument Software also allows for remote configuration of instrument logging parameters. You can
change logger or instrument settings without leaving the office.
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